
HOW TO PLAY CORNHOLE GAME

GAME SET UP
Minimum Distance : 27 ft apart

between the front edge of each board

Cornhole is played with either 2 or 4 players.
First team to get 21 points win!

+3 points
if the bag goes into the hole.

+1 point
if the bag stays on the board.

0 point
if the bag hits the ground at anytime.

For more detailed rules of the SpikeBall game, visit https://www.tosso.com/blogs/news/how-to-play-cornhole

Cornhole can be played with 2 or 4 players. If you play with 2 players it is considered individual play and when you play with 4 players it 
is considered team play. 

In team play, one player from Team A and one player from Team B lineup next to each board. Bags are tosses alternating from one 
team to the next. One player from team A tosses a bag and then one player from team B tosses a bag until all 4 bags have been tossed. 

When all the bags have been thrown for that round, points are totaled and the next round begins from the opposite cornhole board 
with the opposing partners taking turns tossing their bags. Determine the team who throws first by a coin toss and every round after 
that, the first throw goes to the team that won the previous round. Rounds continue until one of the teams reach 21 points or more.

Individual play is almost the same as a team play except you have to walk to the alternating board to pickup and score your own points 
and then toss the bags back yourself. You should alternate sides when playing individually. So on the first round player A would be on 

the right side of the board and on the next round player A would be on the left side of the board. 

How to score points in Cornhole

Points are determined based on where the Cornhole bags land in relation to the boards. 3 points are awarded when a bag goes through 
the hole, 1 point is earned if the bag lands on the box. Bags that are hanging into the hole or hanging off the box but not touching the 

ground count as 1 point. There are no points earned if a bag is hanging off the box but touching the ground or if a bag is hanging off the 
front of the box being supported by another bag unless you are able to remove the Cornhole bag on the ground without the other 

moving. If at anytime the bag hits the ground no points are awarded for that bag.
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